If you would like to watch a video of more
patients and their results using the Motion 3D
Appliance, follow the instructions below:

1.
Grab phone

What
is the
Motion 3D
Appliance?
The Motion 3D Class III Appliance is
a minimally invasive appliance designed
to treat Class III malocclusions without
extractions, painful surgery, or traditionally
uncomfortable and obtrusive facemasks.
Utilizing the latest in advanced orthodontic
technology, the Motion 3D Appliance ensures
a fast, effective, and aesthetic first phase
treatment. Plus, by jump-starting your
orthodontic care by correcting your bite first,
your overall treatment time is reduced, which
means less time in braces or aligners!
Normal treatment time in the appliance
is 3 to 4 months, but it can differ depending
on your orthodontic case. When the desired
movement is reached, your orthodontist will
remove the appliance and will place braces or
aligners to complete your orthodontic care.

2.
Launch camera

4.
3.
Hover over code* Select website**

Android® devices:
*Hold down “Home” button and ** use Google® Assistant

CarriereConfidence.com
Actual Patient

A beautiful smile enhances your
quality of life and is an investment
that lasts a lifetime. Let us and your
orthodontic professional show you
how easy it is to obtain your desired
smile with the Motion 3D Appliance.

Carriere® Motion 3D™
CLASS lll CORRECTION APPLIANCE

Visit CarriereConfidence.com to learn more
about the Motion 3D Appliance.
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“Patient-Friendly Treatment”

Before
Braces or
Aligners

MOTION 3D

Orthodontic treatment is not only
about straight teeth. It is even more
important to correct your bite to
ensure a lifetime of great oral health.

CLASS IIl
CORRECTION APPLIANCE

Benefits for You!
Shorter Treatment Time

Placement

The appliance is used at the beginning of
treatment to correct your bite, allowing for
faster movement of teeth and less time in
braces or aligners.

The patient-friendly Motion 3D
Appliance is bonded to your teeth
in the first phase of orthodontic
treatment. It moves your teeth
faster and is more aesthetic than
other traditional Class IlI correction
appliances.

Elastics Early On

Elastics are worn at the beginning of treatment,
when you are excited to get started, rather than
at the end, when you are ready for your braces
to be removed.
Actual Patient

Aesthetically Pleasing

Unique design makes the appliance hardly
noticeable in your mouth.

Normal Speech

With the Carriere MOTION 3D
Class III Appliance, you have a
minimally invasive alternative for
treatment. Achieving a beautiful
smile in the shortest possible time
has never been so easy. This sleek
and comfortable bite correcting
appliance was designed with you,
the patient, in mind.

The quality of your speech is not affected
unlike when wearing other traditional
orthodontic appliances.

After
Braces or
Aligners
With less time in braces or aligners,
and less discomfort, you will have
the beautiful smile you’ve always
wanted in no time.

No Facial Appliance Needed

Avoid the bulky feeling from alternative
solutions which are more invasive or worn
outside the mouth, such as headgear.

Sleek, Low-Profile Design

The low profile and smooth surface make
it comfortable to wear, not poking the lips
or cheeks.

Good Oral Hygiene

The appliance is easy to clean; plus it is also
easy to brush your teeth to keep your mouth
free of debris, resulting in good oral hygiene.
BEFORE

AFTER

